The paper deals with the currently available implants used in optogenetic experiments on laboratory animals in vivo. We present a brief description of the optogenetic investigation stages. Various types of implantable devices generating and recording signals in excitable tissues have been considered. The features of control signal transduction inside living tissues were analyzed. We discussed the possibility of medical and biological use of optical fibers for excitable tissues stimulation. Then we proposed a device of an implantable optical-electrode system for scanning and controlling the bioelectric parameters. The device can be used in medical diagnostics, prosthetics, myostimulation, neurostimulation and cardioacceleration, for instance, at neurological and rehabilitation medical institutions. With this in mind, an attempt will be made to make special combined microelectrode arrays to implant them into living tissue. The arrays should be able to change their profile according to the implantation-area contour and biophysical features of the substrate surface. It is necessary to provide a point generation and layer-by-layer scanning of excitation pulse through integration of individual microelectrode arrays into a single test-system.
Introduction
Nervous, muscular and glandular tissues are typically considered excitable tissues. They are sensitive to exter-nal stimuli and respond to them by switching to an excitation state. Excitation is the generation of action potential and its propagation, and specific tissue response to this potential, for example, contraction, secretion, or release of neurotransmitter quanta. The mammalian brain is the most complicated of the systems known to be capable of excitation.
The brain is a multi-branched system of interconnected neurons with each unit acting as a non-linear information processing element. Deciphering the natural methods of signal processing in complex structural components of the brain requires universal methods of neural stimulation and subsequent data visualization. It is commonly assumed that each separate group of neurons is responsible for performing some specific elementary function, and it is precisely the interaction between these system units that ensures the functioning of the whole neural network. Up until recently, obtaining experimental data amounted to, primarily, studying the disorders occurring through injuries of certain parts of the brain, or to recording brain activity while experimental subjects performed stereotypical tasks [7] .
The researchers most commonly used electrical stimulation and pharmacological compounds for therapeutic treatment [3] . To activate various regions of the brain, electrodes were implanted into them. However, in this case the current affected practically all undifferentiated groups of neurons (since electrodes excites all nervous tissues), and, as a result, it was extremely hard to localize the source generating one function or another. When pharmacological compounds capable of selectively inhibiting neurons of a specific group were used, the effect of chemical substances significantly differed in that it lasted longer compared to natural stimulation [7] .
Optogenetics incorporated a fundamentally new practical approach to studying the functioning of brain neurons [3] . This method of neurophysiological research arose as straddling the line between two rapidly evolving fields of research. The genetic component of optogenetic experiments ensures the formation of light-sensitive ion channels in membranes of living cells, while optical equipment and technical devices deliver illumination to predetermined brain regions with high precision (in vivo experiments) and influence cell cultures in vitro. Over time the optogenetic methods have increasingly been used for studying and stimulating not only brain cells but also other organs formed by excitable tissues (e.g., cardiac muscle) [2] . This paper discusses the main elements of an optogenetic laboratory's technical equipment. The focus of the attention is on conducting illumination deep into the nervous tissue of the brain when carrying out prolonged studies on laboratory animals. Interesting approaches to implanting optogenetic constructions and stimulating muscle tissue are also reviewed.
The optogenetic research method
This method necessarily includes the following stages:
Isolating light-sensitive proteins (opsins)
Optogenetical studies require, primarily, natural or chemically modified opsins. These ensure sensitivity to illumination at a set wavelength and can serve as ion channels for cations or anions to enter the cells.
Delivering the gene
The genes encoding the preset light-sensitive proteins can be delivered to target cells via transfection, viral transduction, or via generating transgenic lines of laboratory animals. Using viral vectors for gene delivery allows to organize targeted delivery into a group of cells without engaging specific promoters (e.g., into a target population of neurons), based on their topological connection [3] .
Controlling the illumination
Optogenetic control of cellular activity depends on an illumination source that is precisely oriented in space with a time-calibrated light delivery to the studied sample. The temporal characteristic of the illumination can be controlled by using a high-speed shutter, a LED flickering at a set frequency, or a single-photon laser scanning microscope. Currently light sources are used in combination with delivery via optical fibers and cannula implantation, or miniature LEDs, embedded deep into tissues [3] .
Assessing the effects of illumination
The effect of manipulations on light-sensitive proteins (opsins) must be recorded in cells, tissues, and in the whole organism. Acutely implanted LEDs are used to register cell membrane tension. Cellular parameters can also be registered by a variety of biosensors, including genetically coded ones based on the fluorescence effect. Finally, to assess the effect of cellular activity modulation on the animal organism as a whole, behavioral tests can be used [7] .
One of the most widespread types of optogenetic studies is the electrophysiological assessment of the changes in the potential of excitable cell membranes, the so-called patch-clamp technique. For example, membrane depolarization in neurons leads to the activation of transient electrical signals (action potentials) that are the basis of neuronal connection. Conversely, membrane hyperpolarization in neurons leads to the inhibition of these signals. Controlling, so to speak, the switch activating these processes enables neurophysiologists to study how neurons are functionally linked to one another and to neighboring cell groups, and how the neural circuitry for regulating behavior is formed [3, 4] . Accordingly, during transgenic expression of lightsensitive proteins altering the membrane potential in neurons, light is used as an on/off switch regulating the initiation, i.e., the potential start, and the termination, i.e., the inhibition of excitation. The first approach is in using the chemically modified, so-called cellular ligands activated through stimulation by light illumination and forming transgenic photoreceptors. Ligands also can be attached to receptors via photosensitive compounds; the latter act as optical switches. In both cases soluble or tethered ligands must be injected into cells or tissues to make them photosensitive.
Generation and delivery of light into nervous tissues
In early initial experiments the light from a laser or a LED source was transmitted via optical fiber to a neuronal cell culture, tissue segment, or directly into the brain of an immobilized or a freely moving animal (a mouse, a rat, or a monkey) [3] . Over time, as the experiments grew in number and variety, this simple optical line evolved into a complex system of fiber optical devices. Now this advanced network may include (for the case of in vivo experiments), apart from the illumination source and the optical fiber, optical splitters, combiners, swivel joints for experiments with freely moving laboratory animals, various fiber optic light guides, as well as cannulas implanted into brain tissues. All of this engenders the wide array of problems and the variability of the optogenetic method [10] .
Critical advantages of the optogenetic method are its selectivity in the problem of affecting a specific brain region or a group of neurons, and its speed in solving the stimulus-result problem. Temporal resolutions with precision to within milliseconds allow to conduct experiments at the speed of the biological response of living cells, for example, when determining the role of specific effects of experimental models in neurons [3] .
A lag by even a few milliseconds during neuronal activation can sometimes completely transform the response signal affecting the rest of the nervous system, Optogenetics fundamentally enhances the temporal precision of traditional manipulations used for studying the roles of specific genes in cells, by isolating or augmenting the functions responsible for the changes in these genes. These manipulations typically take rather a long time (from several hours or days to several months [7] ).
Another important factor is the method's speed in optical control and recording of experimental data. A distinctive feature of optogenetics is the introduction of fast, easily activated channels and ferments which allow to precisely manipulate electrical and chemical events in cells [7] .
As a whole, the visual optogenetic complex delivering light illumination into brain tissues of laboratory animals provides the following functions:
generating and controlling illumination; modifying/filtering illumination; delivering illumination to tissues/cellular cultures.
A typical layout of an optogenetic complex is shown in Fig. 1 (Figs. 1-4 are based on the data of Ref. [13] ).
The optogenetic method uses light to activate genetically altered excitable photosensitive cells. The method is already past those early stages when continuous emission of blue light via optical fiber attracted a wide interest from researchers. Nowadays even the simplest optogenetic experiments require programmable pulse generators for modulating LED or laser light and producing high-quality controllable light pulses [2] .
The parameters of pulse sequence and generation are controlled via a graphic computer interface or by manual switching.
Programmable LED control drivers allow setting constant current values for one or several individual LEDs or for a cluster consisting of several diodes combined in a single output fiber. Each channel is controlled autonomously (manually in CW-, external TTL-, or analogue-type modulation mode) or by software installed on the computer. Such sources as LEDs or laser diodes are well-suited for direct light pulse modulation, while solid-state diodepumped lasers require external modulation through programmable mechanical shutters or acousto-optic modulators (due to diffraction of light on the lattice, as a result of spatial modulation of the acoustic refractive index) [4] .
Delivering light into tissues
Studying brain functions requires neural interfaces that may record and stimulate the brain with high spatial and temporal precision. Most researchers employing the optogenetic method for in vivo tests on laboratory animals currently use optical fiber directed through implanted cannulas. However, there are limitations for this method that significantly affect the course of the experiment: damage to the brain tissue during repeated injection of optical fiber, potential damage to the fiber inside the implant, and the precision of positioning the cannula inside an animal's brain. Fig. 2a shows a schematic picture of such an implant with an optical fiber LED [7, 13] .
Implanted light guides may have either a blunt or a sharp tip. Cone-shaped tips facilitate tissue penetration and ensure highly intensive spherical luminescence. Several light guides may be combined in a single cannula as an array of implantable exit tips, each of them capable of separately transmitting light of given parameters [13] .
Light is fed through the optical fiber (Fig. 2b) into the implantation zone. Single-mode as well multi-mode guides are used. A Y-shaped fiber optical cable may also be used for simultaneous photostimulation of two brain regions of a test animal.
The optical cable is connected to the light exit channel and the entrance port of the swivel joint. Two fiber arms end in zirconium tips for connecting to the fiber of the cannula implanted into the animal's head. Experiments on freely moving animals impose strenuous demands on preserving the integrity of the optical fiber. Swivel joints are used for this purpose. The swivel is rotated by high-precision bearings, and the illumination is transmitted from the connected light guides by system of lenses. Additional locking limits the bending and twisting of the optical fiber. Swivels also allow to connect and disconnect multiple cables depending on the conditions of the experiment. It is also possible to separate the illumination by intensity or by wavelength from one input fiber to several leads [7] .
In addition, there are hybrid swivel devices locking not only the optical fiber but also the electric cable used for electrophysiological stimulation or for receiving the response signal, and tubes for delivering pharmacological solutions.
Hybrid implantable cannulas
One of the advantages of implanting optical fiber in in vivo experiments is that it is thus possible to combine the optogenetic method with other types of studies without hindrance. When various methods of monitoring excitable cell activity are used together, it is clearly necessary to compactly combine the implantable tips. Aside from simultaneously using a group of light guides with various illumination parameters and implantable devices for recording the experimental data, the optogenetic method also allows to perform the electrical stimulation of brain tissues, deliver pharmacological products and liquids, and take samples for research.
For example, some optogenetic experiments require injecting viral material to form photosensitive proteins in target cells and subsequent illumination through the tip of the optical fiber. Doing this as a two-stage process with two different implantable devices may compromise the accuracy of the experiment. In this case, hybrid cannulas are widely used for injecting optical fiber along with liquid supply tubes (Fig. 3) , which provides a greater probability of illuminating infected cells [2] .
Implantable cannulas combining optical fiber and an implantable electrode are used for mixed optogenetic experiments involving prolonged electrophysiological stimulation of freely moving laboratory animals. This configuration ensures the simultaneous and selective introduction of stimulating tools into the experimental area [8] . The simplest version of such a cannula is shown in Fig. 4 .
Optical fiber and cable are connected through the combiner 8 into a common implantable tip 9. Optical (2) and electrical (3) contacts with the output parameters set to match the experimental purpose are fixed to the combiner by clamping rings 4, 5. The tip 9 of the device is injected into the brain tissues of a laboratory animal. Fig. 4 . A schematic image of an implantable cannula for optical and electrophysiological stimulation of nervous cells (а), and also an image of an implantable tip (b, 9): 1, 10 -optical fibers; 2 -connector plug; 3 -electrical cable; 4 -electrode cable clip; 5 -locking ring; 6 -optical cannula; 7, 11 -electrodes; 8 -combiner; 12 -jacket.
Implantable optical electrode arrays
Another interesting mechanism involves simultaneous light delivery and data readout using the so-called optrodes, which are a device containing an optical stimulator (a glass light guide of 100-120 μm in diameter) and a glass-isolated platinum or tungsten microelectrode (of 60-80 μm in diameter). An optrode records electrical activity in optogenetic experiments. A combination of several microelectrodes allows to simultaneously record the activity of several neurons in the illuminated area. The effect from light scattering inside the tissue and the position mismatch between the light source and the detector recording the neuronal excitation/inhibition parameters are minimized [1] .
As the constructions of implantable cannulas and electrodes were further enhanced, they were minimized and combined in a single device to readout a spatial and temporal picture of light activation or inhibition of a group of neurons. The device itself can be placed in specific areas of cortical or subcortical structures of the brain of freely moving laboratory animals in in vivo experiments [9] .
The implant consists of a conical coaxial optical waveguide (optrode) integrated inside an implantable multi-electrode array (МЕА) to readout the experimental data (Fig. 5) [9, 11, 12] .
An important function of optical electrode arrays is studying the spatial and temporal distribution of optically generated excitation waves [12] .
The tips of the light guide and the electrodes are tapered to minimize damage to the neurons in the implan- 
Other medical and biological options of using optical light guides to stimulate excitable tissues
Skeletal muscles function as motor units, each of them consisting of individual nerve fibers and the muscle fibers they innervate. These neuromuscular compartments provide a high degree of protection for the whole system; at the same time, researchers may exploit this relative unit autonomy for research and diagnostic purposes.
These units may vary in size from separate thin nervous fibers innervating several muscle fibers to thick ones innervating several thousands of muscle fibers. Fasttwitch fibers are needed for powerful athletic movements, such as running, but they tire quickly as they are nourished by the limited supplies of glycogen that is a primary fuel. Their smaller, slower-twitching counterparts that burn their fuel more slowly are crucial for fine movements such as sewing or drawing, and also for finely-tuned but more powerful movements.
Attempts to restore the lost motor functions are of key importance for traumas or infectious neuromuscular diseases. Programmable electric pulse sequences are commonly used for this. Larger nervous fibers are more sensitive to electrical stimulation, which is why muscles have a tendency of contracting in the wrong order: first large, fast-twitch fibers, then small, slowtwitch ones. This causes convulsive movements, and as a result, fatigue follows quickly. Using optical stimulation methods, in particular, the above-described implantable optical electrode arrays makes it possible for light to penetrate deep into the nerves and ensures that all fibers comprising the nerve will receive adequate stimulation by short LED pulses. As a result of this stimulation, contractions in nervous fibers will therefore occur in the correct order, including the contractions similar to those that happen under normal conditions [5] .
In the long run, this method may find clinical use if a safe way is found to introduce genes encoding lightsensitive proteins located on the nerve surface into the human genome.
There is apparent promise in developing a test system including neuromuscular tissue blocks cultivated in vitro, which should allow to assess the degree of muscle group innervation during optical stimulation by optical electrode arrays. The greatest interest in this case lies in switching from 2D-mapping provided by the surface of the electrode array used to 3D-mapping of tissue samples. This method is possible when using living tissue samples fixed on a substrate and several optical electrode arrays connected to various parts of the studied fragment.
Another intriguing development is the possibility of opsin-encoding genes transfected into striated muscle tissue. This would allow to bypass nerve cell stimulation and directly stimulate muscle cells. However, this direction presents a significant complication in that the vertebrate retinal is separated from opsins and diffuses into other cells, such as retinal epithelial cells. As for invertebrates, their chromophore remains in place and is capable of repeated transformations from cis to trans without separating from the opsin. The African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis) is an interesting example of this, as its melanopsin is similar in this regard to invertebrate opsin and is largely suitable for experiments [6] .
Conclusion
To summarize all of the above, we should make note of the increase in the quality of technical equipment for optogenetic studies and therapeutic treatments. The method is widely used as it is distinctively simple and versatile, which gives further hope for the improvement of optogenetic hardware. The articles currently published described modifying the equipment to match specific research and clinical goals. There are also a large number of companies manufacturing the necessary optical setups, software, individual units and components for modular laboratory assemblies. This paper briefly touches upon the key features of generating and delivering light to the excitable tissues of studied laboratory animals. There is currently no common solution to ensure the precise implantation and light delivery deep into the tissues. Indeed, taking into account the relatively small implantation area and the wide array of problems requiring experimental interventions, this operation would necessitate using several implants that must be precisely positioned in the tissues. Solving problems of this type is the subject of further research for the authors of this paper.
